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Abstract—Misuses of library APIs are pervasive and often lead to software crashes and vulnerability issues. Various static analysis tools have been proposed to detect library API misuses. They often involve mining frequent patterns from a large number of correct API usage examples, which can be hard to obtain in practice. They also suffer from low precision due to an over-simplified assumption that a deviation from frequent usage patterns indicates a misuse.

We make two observations on the discovery of API misuse patterns. First, API misuses can be represented as mutants of the corresponding correct usages. Second, whether a mutant will introduce a misuse can be validated via executing it against a test suite and analyzing the execution information. Based on these observations, we propose MUTAPI, the first approach to discovering API misuse patterns via mutation analysis. To effectively mimic API misuses based on correct usages, we first design eight effective mutation operators according to the common characteristics of API misuses. MUTAPI generates mutants by applying these operators on a set of client projects and collects mutant-killing tests as well as the associated stack traces. Misuse patterns are discovered from the killed mutants that are prioritized according to their likelihood of causing API misuses based on the collected information. We applied MUTAPI on 16 client projects with respect to 73 popular Java APIs. The results show that MUTAPI is able to discover substantial API misuse patterns with a high precision of 0.78. It also achieves a recall of 0.49 on the MCBENCH benchmark, which outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques.

Index Terms—Mutation Analysis, Library API Misuses

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of third-party libraries in Java projects is common. According to a recent study [1], a Java project directly depends on 14 different libraries on average. The Maven repository [2] has indexed over 8.77 millions third-party libraries. However, correct usages of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) provided by many third-party libraries are loosely documented or left unrevised after API updates [3]–[5]. As a result, API misuses are pervasive and account for a major cause of software bugs (e.g., performance issues, software crashes and vulnerability issues [6]–[11]). To detect API misuses, various static analysis tools have been proposed [12]–[20]. These tools commonly mine API usage patterns from software codebases. Those frequent patterns are deemed as correct API usages, whereas deviations from such patterns are regarded as misuses.

A recent study reported that existing static-analysis based API misuse detectors suffer from low recall and precision in practical settings [6]. The study also made suggestions to address the two limitations. First, to improve recall, existing detectors need to mine frequent patterns from more correct API usage examples. However, it is difficult to obtain sufficient correct API usage examples in practice, especially for newly released libraries. Second, to improve precision, the detectors need to go beyond the oversimplified assumption that a deviation from frequent usage patterns is a misuse. An uncommon usage of an API is not necessarily an incorrect usage.

In this study, we propose to approach the problem of API misuse patterns’ discovery from a new perspective via mutation analysis [21]. Mutation analysis has been widely used in software debugging and testing [21]. It mainly contains two steps. First, it creates substantial mutants by making small modifications to a program with a set of well-defined mutation operators that mimic different kinds of programming mistakes. Second, it runs a given test suite on the mutants and collects execution information for various quality analyses [22]–[26].

Our solution is inspired by two observations. First, various misuses of an API can be viewed as the mutants of this API’s correct usages. Therefore, API misuses can be created via applying specifically-designed mutation operators on correct API usages. The design of these mutation operators can be guided by the characteristics of common API misuse patterns, which have been well investigated by existing studies [4], [6]. For instance, one misuse pattern is missing exception handling [6]. Many APIs could throw exceptions and the correct usages of these APIs require appropriate exception handling. Given one correct usage of such APIs, we can actively violate the correct usage (e.g., by deleting the exception handlers) to create an API misuse. Other patterns of API misuses (e.g., missing method call [6]) can be similarly created via applying certain mutation operators (e.g., deleting method call). In this way, we can obtain substantial mutants based on an API’s correct usages. Unlike existing work [12]–[20], our solution does not require pattern mining from a large number of correct API usages. Instead, it actively creates substantial mutants mimicking API misuses of different patterns. However, deciding if a mutant such created introduces an API misuse is challenging since the manifestation patterns of different API
misuses are divergent. Our intuition to address this challenge is that we can validate whether a mutant introduces an API misuse via executing it against the correct usages’ test suites and analyzing the execution information. This intuition is inspired by the observation that substantial (42.8%) tests of well-maintained projects would trigger library usages during execution (Section II-C). Therefore, we conjecture that library API misuses can be exposed and validated via running the test suites of client projects (confirmed in Section V-A). In this way, our solution does not make the assumption that a deviation from frequent API usage patterns is a misuse.

In this paper, we propose MUTAPI, an automatic approach that leverages Mutant analysis to discover API misuse patterns. To effectively discover API misuse patterns, MUTAPI addresses the following three challenges.

First, discovering API misuse patterns requires MUTAPI to generate mutants that violate existing correct usages, and thus how to effectively generate mutants that mimic API misuses is the key. Conventional mutation operators such as those defined by PIT [27] are less likely to achieve such a goal (Section V-C). To address the challenge, we first investigate how to model correct API usages and then break the modelled usages systematically. Inspired by a recent study [4], MUTAPI models correct API usages as structured call sequences based on a predefined grammar. We then designed eight types of novel mutation operators with the aim to actively violate such modelled usages in a systematic way (Section III-A). With these mutation operators, MUTAPI generates substantial mutants by applying them on certain client projects that use a target API. MUTAPI then runs those mutants against the test suites of the client projects and collects killing relations, which includes the killed mutants and the corresponding killing tests. A mutant is killed if its test output differs from that of the original program.

Second, how to validate whether a mutant indeed introduces an API misuse is another challenge. One possible way is to check whether a mutant has been killed by the test suite. However, a mutant can be killed due to multiple reasons (e.g., a logic bug unrelated to any API misuses). How to precisely identify those killing relations arising from API misuses is a key challenging. MUTAPI addresses this challenging via analyzing the failing stack traces of the killing tests (denoted as killing stack trace). Specifically, it leverages the killing stack traces to prioritize killing relations based on the following observations. First, given a killing stack trace, the failure’s root cause appears closer to the failure point [28]. Therefore, if the top frames of a killing stack trace are library functions, it is more likely to be caused by API misuses (i.e., the root cause resides in the API calls). Second, killing stack traces of a target API should be specific to this API. If a killing stack trace is also observed in the mutation analysis of other APIs, it is less likely to be caused by the target API’s misuses. Third, killing stack traces of a target API should not be specific to a certain usage. If a killing stack trace is only observed in the mutation analysis of a specific project, it is more likely to be caused by the bugs of this project instead of a general misuse of the target API. MUTAPI leverages the three observations to prioritize observed killing realtions, and assumes those top ranked ones to be caused by the misuses of the target API.

Third, how to effectively distill API misuse patterns after identifying a set of killing relations arising from API misuses is also a challenge. To address this challenge, MUTAPI distills API misuses from substantial killed mutants of the identified killing relations. Specifically, it first models an API misuse as a pair of a violation type and an API usage element, following the findings of recent studies [4], [6]. It then selects those most frequently observed violation pairs as API misuse patterns.

To evaluate MUTAPI, we selected 73 popular Java APIs collected by recent studies [4], [6], and 16 client projects collected from those popular repositories on GitHub. The evaluation results show that MUTAPI is able to achieve a high precision of 0.78 in discovering real misuse patterns of popular APIs. It also achieves a higher recall on the benchmark dataset MUBENCH [6] compared with the state-of-the-art techniques.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.

- **Originality:** To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that applies mutation analysis to discover API misuse patterns, and empirical evidences have shown that it is effective in exposing and discovering API misuse patterns.

- **Implementation:** We implemented our approach MUTAPI as a tool that can detect API misuse patterns of Java libraries. It employs a set of new mutation operators, which have shown to be effective in discovering different API misuse patterns.

- **Evaluation:** Our evaluation results show that MUTAPI can discover real misuse patterns of popular Java APIs with high precisions. It also detects more misuse instances on the benchmark dataset MUBENCH compared with existing approaches.

II. RELATED WORK AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first introduce the related work on mutation analysis and API misuse detection. We then introduce the motivation of this study together with its challenges.

A. Mutation Analysis

Given a program \( p \) and a set of mutation operators \( \mathcal{O} \), the key idea of mutation analysis is to generate substantial mutants, \( \mathcal{M} \), in which each mutant \( m \) is a variant of \( p \). The generated mutants are then executed against \( p \)'s test suite \( \mathcal{T} \). A mutant \( m \) is killed if there exists a test \( t \in \mathcal{T} \) whose execution on \( p \) and that on \( m \) result in different observable final states. Mutation analysis has many applications, such as evaluating the quality of a test suite (e.g., [22]), test suite reduction (e.g., [29]), improving fault localization (e.g., [23], [26]), security analysis (e.g., [24], [25]), program repair (e.g., [30]) and so on. For instance, to evaluate the quality of a test suite \( \mathcal{T} \), mutation score, the proportion of killed mutants in \( \mathcal{M} \), is computed. The higher the mutation score, the more likely that \( \mathcal{T} \) can detect real bugs, and thus the higher quality of the test suite. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply mutation analysis in discovering API misuse patterns. In this study, we use \( k \) to denote a killing relation that a mutant \( m \) is killed by a test \( t \). By executing a test suite \( \mathcal{T} \) on all mutants \( \mathcal{M} \), we obtain a set of killing relations \( \mathcal{K} \).
B. Library API Misuse Detection

Uses of library APIs are often subject to constraints such as call orders and call conditions [6]. Unfortunately, many of such constraints are insufficiently specified by APIs’ documentations [3]. As a result, developers also refer to informal references, such as Stack Overflow, to understand the usages of an API [31]. However, as revealed by a recent study [4], code snippets on Stack Overflow can be unreliable, even for those accepted and upvoted answers. Violations of the constraints that should be satisfied may induce software bugs [6]–[11] (e.g., crashes and security issues). Therefore, it motivates a wealth of researches on mining and detecting API misuses automatically [12]–[20]. These existing approaches commonly mine frequent API usage patterns and assume an outlier that deviates from frequent patterns as an API misuse. They differ from each other mainly in how to encode API usages and model frequency. For example, PR-MINER encodes API usages as a set of function calls invoked within the same method, and then leverages frequent itemset mining to identify patterns with a minimum support of 15 usages [12]. JADET builds a directed graph based on method call orders and call receivers [14]. In the graph model, a node represents a method call and an edge represents a control flow relation. GROUPMINER creates a graph-based object usage representation to model API usages for each method. It then leverages subgraph mining techniques to detect frequent usage patterns with a minimum support of 6 [16]. DMMC detects missing calls in a set of method invocations triggered by an object [7]. TIKANGA is built on top of JADET [20]. It extends the properties of call orders to general Computation Tree Logic Formulae on object usages. It then leverages model checking to identify those formulae with a minimum support of 20 in a given codebase.

C. Observation and Motivation

As mentioned earlier, the philosophy of mutation analysis is to mimic program bugs via applying mutation operators. In this study, we aim to adopt such a philosophy to detect API misuse patterns, which are a common type of program bugs. The idea is inspired by the following two observations.

First, various misuses of an API can be represented as mutants of its correct usages. Let us illustrate this using the code snippet in Figure 1, which is from project Apache Commons Lang [32]. It contains a correct usage of the API java.lang.Float.parseFloat. Based on this usage, we can generate multiple mutants. Two of them are given as examples in Figure 1, where the second one Mutant#2 represents an API misuse. It is stated in the method signature of Float.parseFloat that NumberFormatException can be thrown. Mutant#2 is obtained by deleting the try-catch statement that encloses the API call. It violates the correct usage of Float.parseFloat and follows a well-known API misuse pattern, i.e., missing exception handling [4], [6].

Second, a program’s test suite can be leveraged to validate whether a generated mutant of the program indeed misuses an API. To study the feasibility of leveraging this observation, we randomly selected five popular projects on GitHub and analyzed whether the execution of the associated test suites can trigger popular API calls. Specifically, we selected the 100 popular APIs collected by an existing study [4]. Table I shows the results. On average, the execution of 42.8% of the test classes (i.e., ranging from 32.4% to 57.3% for different projects) triggers at least one of these APIs. For each test class, we further investigated the number of invocations of these APIs. Figure 2 shows the results, which indicate that substantial library APIs are triggered by test executions. Furthermore, 60.0% of these APIs can throw exceptions, over 85.0% of which are unchecked exceptions.

The findings suggest that if we violate the correct usages of these APIs via applying mutation operators, there is a high probability that the mutants representing API misuses can be detected by the associated test suite in the form of runtime exceptions. For instance, Mutant#2 can be killed by the test NumberUtilsTest.testToFloatStringF() via throwing NumberFormatException. The corresponding failing stack trace is shown in Figure 3b.

Based on the above observations, we are motivated in this study to leverage mutation analysis on multiple open-source projects in the wild to discover API misuse patterns.

D. Challenges

Applying mutation analysis to discover API misuse patterns needs to address three challenges. First, how to design mutation operators that can effectively mimic API misuses remains unknown. Second, differentiating mutants that induce API misuses from those that do not is non-trivial. As mentioned before, we can leverage test information to identify whether a mutant introduces an API misuse. However, tests might fail due to multiple reasons. The example of Mutant#1 shown in Figure 1, which is not an API misuse, can also be killed by the test testToFloatStringF() with the stack trace shown in Figure 3a. Therefore, we cannot simply conclude that a mutant introduces an API misuse by checking whether it is killed by tests designed for the original program. Conceptually, killing relations can arise from three types of causes. The first
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conditional on mutating is achieved the goal. For instance, one major type of API misuses misuses of the target APIs. The following subsections from the associated killed mutants. The output of MUTAPI models correct API usages as structured call sequences to effectively mimic various types of API misuses. Such structured call sequences abstract away the syntactic details such as variable names, but keep the temporal ordering, control structures and checkers of API calls in a compact manner [4]. We adapt the grammar defined by the study [4] to represent structured call sequences, which is shown in Table III. A structured call sequence consists of several API calls, each of which can be guarded by structure statements (e.g., try-catch) or followed by checker statements (e.g., null pointer checker). Overloaded API calls are differentiated via considering the argument types. Figure 5 shows an usage of the class Iterator. Suppose our target API (i.e., aTarget) is Iterator.next() at line 5. To model the usage of aTarget, MUTAPI first identifies the object (e.g., iterator), on which aTarget is invoked, and then identifies other APIs invoked by this object within the same method. In this example, API Iterator.next().hasNext() triggered at line 4 will be included in the modeled sequence. MUTAPI then conducts program slicing [33] (both backward and forward) to extract those structure and checker statements for each of the API call based on its receiver variables rRev (e.g., value is the receiver variable at line 5) and arguments ri. As a result, the if statement at line 7 will also be included in the modeled sequence. Note that MUTAPI only identifies those statements that directly depend on the variables involved in API calls because such a setting is able to achieve the best performance in modeling API usages for misuse detection according to an existing work [4]. As a result, the if checker at line 9 will not be sliced into the structured sequence since the checked variable result does not directly depend on the receiver variable value of our target API. Therefore, the modeled structured sequence for the API usage in Figure 5 is “if (hasNext()) { rRev = next(); } if (rRev) {}”. The delimiter “;” here is a separator in the grammar, which is different from the semi-colon used in Java.

Based on the modeled structured sequences of correct usages of aTarget, MUTAPI then tries to break such usages
via applying mutation operators systematically with the aim to mimic various kinds of API misuses. Specifically, we designed eight types of mutation operators, as shown in Table IV, guided by the common characteristics of API misuse patterns [4], [6]. For the case of **incorrect order of API calls** [4], MUTAPI swaps the orders of two call sequences (Type 1), deletes an API call (Type 2) and inserts a new API call (Type 3). For the case of **missing checkers** [6], MUTAPI deletes a checker if there is one (Type 4). For the case of **missing control structures** [4], [6], MUTAPI deletes the structures but keeps the enclosing API calls (Type 5) or deletes the structures together with the enclosing API calls (Type 6). For the case of the **missing correct condition** [4], [6], in a checker or an if statement, MUTAPI randomly replaces the condition expression with other condition expressions or boolean values (Type 7). MUTAPI also mutates the arguments of API calls (Type 8). It replaces the arguments of an API call with other compatible variables (Type 8.1), inserts an argument (Type 8.2) or deletes an argument (Type 8.3) to change the original method call to a call of an overloaded method.

MUTAPI adopts an evolutionary process to generate mutants randomly as described in Algorithm 1. Specifically, it applies at most $N$ mutation operators to the original program to generate a mutant. Certain operators (e.g., replace one condition with another) require necessary code ingredients. In such cases, MUTAPI searches from the original program to select appropriate code elements randomly. By default, $N$ is set to 1, and the effects of $N$ is discussed in Section VI-A.

### B. Prioritizing Killing Relations

MUTAPI collects plenty of killing relations $K$ after executing all mutants $M$ against the test suites. Specifically, a killing relation $k$ is collected if mutant $m$ with respect to API $a$ in client project $p$ is killed by $p$’s test case $t$. In particular, $k$ is also denoted as $k(p,a,m,t)$. As described in Section II-D, there are multiple inducing factors for a killing relation, and determining whether the failure of the killing test $t$ is caused by the misuse of the target API $a_{target}$ is challenging. To tackle this problem, MUTAPI leverages the killing stack traces $s_i$ to prioritize those killing relations induced by API misuses. For example, Figure 3 shows the top 10 frames of the two killing stack traces for the two mutants shown in Figure 1, respectively. One is induced by an API misuse (i.e., missing exception handling), and fails due to `java.langNumberFormatException`. The other is induced by general errors unrelated to API misuse and fails due to `java.lang.AssertionError`. MUTAPI differentiates those killing stack traces that are induced by API misuses from those that are not through prioritization based on stack traces.

The prioritization is based on the analysis of substantial killing stack traces collected from multiple client projects $P$. To enable such cross-project analysis, MUTAPI preprocesses these killing stack traces to remove those frames related to client projects (e.g., Frame 4 in Figure 3b) or the JUnit framework (e.g., Frame 1 in Figure 3a) since these frames are unlikely to characterize the patterns of stack traces induced by misuses of library APIs. As a result, only those frames displayed in blue background in Figure 3 are kept for further analysis. The failing signature (e.g., `java.lang.AssertionError` or `java.langNumberFormatException`) is also important to understand the failure cause. Therefore, we also keep such information in the processed stack traces. However, project-specific information (e.g., `toFloat()` in stack trace #1 or for `input string: “a” in stack trace #2`) has been filtered out. Two killing stack traces are regarded as the same if both their failing signature and the processed frames are the same.

After preprocessing each killing stack trace, MUTAPI obtains a set of unique traces $S$. MUTAPI then groups those killing relations whose killing stack traces are the same. With respect to $a_{target}$, MUTAPI then tries to identify those killing stack traces in $S$ that are induced by the misuse of $a_{target}$ (denoted as target API misuses induced killing stack traces) via prioritization based on the following insights.

**Target API misuse induced killing stack traces should not be specific to a certain usage.** If a killing stack trace is indeed induced by the misuse of $a_{target}$, it should be observed in the mutation analysis of multiple usages of $a_{target}$ across different projects. Otherwise, such a stack trace is more likely.

---

### Algorithm 1: Generating Mutants

```
Algorithm 1: Generating Mutants
input: $p$: the original program that has usages of $a_{target}$
input: $O$: the predefined eight types of mutation operators
input: $MaxIter$: the maximum number of iterations (set to $10^3$)
input: $N$: the maximum number of operations to be applied
output: $M$: a set of generated mutants

1. $M \leftarrow p$; $iter \leftarrow 0$
2. while $iter +< MaxIter$ do
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
```

Fig. 5: An Usage Example of `Iterator<.next()`
to be caused by the bugs specific to an API usage in a specific project instead of general misuses of $a_{target}$. Therefore, MUTAPI measures the ratio of usages whose mutation analyses have observed the killing stack trace $s$ to prioritize whether $s$ is caused by the misuse of $a_{target}$ as follows:

$$freq(s) = \frac{|\{u_i | u_i \in U, \text{mut. analysis of } u_i \text{ observed } s\}|}{|\{u_i | u_i \in U, u_i \text{ is the } i\text{th usage of } a_{target}\}|}$$ (1)

where $U$ contains all the usages of $a_{target}$ extracted from all the client projects $P$.

**Target API misuses induced killing stack traces should be specific to this API.** If a killing stack trace is induced by the misuse of a target API, it should not be observed in the mutation analysis of other APIs. Otherwise, such a stack trace is less likely to be induced by the misuses of the target API since it is general to multiple divergent APIs. Motivated by this, MUTAPI measures the inverse frequency of $s$, which is the ratio of the number of $s$ observed in the mutation analysis of $a_{target}$ to that of all target APIs $A$, as follows:

$$inverseFreq(s) = \frac{|\{k(p,a_{target},m,t) | k \in K, s_k = s\}|}{|\{k(p,a,m,t) | k \in K, a \in A, s_k = s\}|}$$ (2)

where $k(p,a_{target},m,t)$ is a killing relation observed in the mutation analysis of the target API $a_{target}$, while $k(p,a,m,t)$ is a killing relation observed in that of another API $a_i$.

**The top frames of the target API misuses induced killing stack traces should be the target library’s functions.** As revealed by existing studies, in a stack trace, functions where the root causes reside appear closer to the failure point [28]. The top frames of stack trace #2 shown in Figure 3a are functions from the library containing the target API java.lang.Float.parseFloat. However, the top frames of stack trace #1 are those functions related to the JUnit framework. Here, we examine the original stack traces instead of the processed ones in order to investigate the position of each frame at the failure time. Therefore, killing stack trace #2 is more likely to be induced by the misuse of API java.lang.Float.parseFloat. Motivated by these observations, for a given stack trace, we propose to use the rankings of those frames from the target library to approximate its likelihood to be induced by misusing the library APIs.

$$likelihood(s) = \frac{1}{i} \sum_{i=1}^{\text{library}(f_i)}$$ (3)

where $f_i$ represents the $i$th frame of stack trace $s$. Function library($f_i$) returns 1 if $f_i$ comes from the target library and 0 otherwise. For the stack trace shown in Figure 3a, the likelihood 0.76, which is computed as $\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{4} + \frac{1}{6} + \frac{1}{7}$.

MUTAPI prioritizes all the unique stack traces $S$ with respect to the target API $a_{target}$ via computing the following score for each stack trace $s$.

$$score(s) = freq(s) \times inverseFreq(s) \times likelihood(s)$$ (4)

**C. Discovering API Misuses**

For each unique killing stack trace $s$ in $S$, MUTAPI computes its score with respect to $a_{target}$. MUTAPI then retrieves all killing relations whose killing stack traces are the same as $s$. Let $K_s$ denote such a set of killing relations, where $K_s = \{k | k \in K, s_k = s\}$. MUTAPI distills API misuse patterns from those killed mutants $M_s$ associated with $K_s$. To effectively distill API misuses, MUTAPI models an API misuse as a violation pair, $p = \langle \text{violation type, API usage element} \rangle$, following a recent work [6]. Specifically, there are three violation types, missing, redundant and incorrect, according to existing studies [4], [6]. An API usage element can refer to a method call, null checker, condition, exception handling, iteration, parameter and so on [4], [6]. Specifically, MUTAPI leverages the following rules to distill violation pairs from mutants via investigating the applied mutation operators. MUTAPI distills violation pairs of type missing from mutants created by mutation operators #3, #4, #5, #6, and #8.3 since they delete code elements; violation pairs of type redundant are distilled from mutants created by mutation operators #2 and #8.2 since they add code elements; and violation pairs of type incorrect are distilled from mutation operators #1, #7 and #8.1 since they replace existing code elements with others.

For API usage element, MUTAPI distills it via analyzing the code element that has been mutated. For instance, the second mutant shown in Figure 1 is generated by applying mutation operator #5. Therefore, the violation type is missing. The code element being mutated is a try-catch statement. As a result, the distilled violation pair is $\langle$missing, exception handling$\rangle$.

Multiple violation pairs can be distilled based on those mutants $M_s$. Therefore, MUTAPI further prioritizes these pairs based on their frequencies. Specifically, MUTAPI identifies a set of unique pairs $P_{M_s}$ based on $M_s$. It records the number of occurrences for each $vp$ in $P_{M_s}$ (i.e., denoted as count($vp$)). MUTAPI then prioritizes all the violation pairs based on their occurrences among all the pairs distilled:

$$\text{ratio}(vp) = \frac{\text{count}(vp)}{\sum_{vp \in P_{M_s}} \text{count}(vp)}$$ (5)

Finally, the suspicious score for a violation pair $vp$ to be the misuse of the target API $a_{target}$ is computed as:

$$\text{suspicious}(vp, a_{target}) = score(s) \times \text{ratio}(vp)$$ (6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Designed Mutation Operator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>sequence$_1$ ; sequence$_2$ ⇒ sequence$_2$ ; sequence$_1$</td>
<td>Swapping API call sequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>sequence$_1$ ; sequence$_2$ ⇒ sequence$_1$ ; sequence$_2$</td>
<td>Adding an API call to a call sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>sequence$_1$ ; sequence$_2$ ⇒ sequence$_2$</td>
<td>Deleting an API call from a call sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>if (checker)</td>
<td>Removing the checker of receivers or parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>structure {sequence$_1$} ; sequence$_2$ ⇒ sequence$_1$ ; sequence$_2$</td>
<td>Deleting the control structure of a sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>structure {sequence$_1$} ; sequence$_2$ ⇒ sequence</td>
<td>Deleting the control structure together with the enclosing APIs of a sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>if (cond$_1$(checker))</td>
<td>if (cond$_2$(true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>API(t$_1$, ..., t$_n$, ...) ⇒ API(t$_1$, ..., t$_n$, ...)</td>
<td>Replacing arguments (from $t_1$ to $t_n$) of a method call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>API(t$_1$, ..., t$_n$, ...), ... ⇒ API(t$_1$, ..., t$_n$, ...)</td>
<td>Inserting arguments of a method call (changing API to an overloaded method)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>API(t$_1$, ..., t$_n$, ...), ... ⇒ API(t$_1$, ..., t$_n$, ...)</td>
<td>Deleting arguments of a method call (changing API to an overloaded method)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where score(s) measures the likelihood of those killing relations $K_s$ sharing the same stack trace $s$ to be induced by the misuses of $a_{\text{target}}$, and ratio(vp) measures the frequency of the violation pair $vp$ observed among all violation pairs distilled from those killed mutants associated with $K_s$.

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP

This section presents our experiment setup and the research questions to be investigated.

A. Target APIs Selection

To evaluate the effectiveness of MUTAPI, we selected 73 popular Java APIs collected by a recent study [4] for experiments. Among them, 43 are the most frequently discussed APIs in Stack Overflow (e.g., `java.security.Cipher()`). These APIs are often used in practice, and developers are frequently confused by their usages. The remaining 30 APIs come from MUBENCH [6], which is a benchmark dataset of API misuses. These APIs are in diverse domains, and the majority of them come from four categories: Common Library (e.g., `Math`, `Collection`, `Time`, `XML`), GUI (e.g., `Swing`), Security (e.g., `java.security.Cipher()`), and Database.

B. Client Projects Selection

In order to discover API misuse patterns, MUTAPI requires a set of client projects to perform mutation analysis. In this study, we selected 16 open-source Java projects from four different categories as shown in Table V. These projects are selected randomly from GitHub that satisfy the following two criteria. First, the number of unique target APIs that it covers should be greater than 20. Since MUTAPI aims at detecting misuses with respect to the selected target APIs, the selected client projects should contain as many usages of those APIs as possible. It is hard to find a client project that triggers all the 73 target APIs since those APIs are from diverse domains. Therefore, we set a reasonable threshold as 20. Our second criterion is that the mutation coverage (measured using PIT [27]) of a client project should be greater than 0.70. We set this threshold to ensure the test suite’s quality [37] since MUTAPI relies on the associated test suite to validate whether a mutant introduces an API misuse. We will further discuss the effect of the test suite’s quality on the performance of MUTAPI in Section VI. With the two criteria, we randomly selected four Java projects from each of the four categories of domains where the 73 APIs commonly come from (i.e., GUI, Library, Security, and Database). The categorization of the client projects is based on the Apache official definition [48] and GitHub Topics [39]. In total, the selected 16 projects cover 55 distinct APIs among the selected 73 APIs. The remaining 18 APIs are not covered because they are rarely used by large-scale and popular projects (e.g., `javax.xml.bind.annotation.XPath`).

C. Research Questions

We study three research questions to evaluate MUTAPI:

- **RQ1**: Can MUTAPI discover API misuse patterns? What kinds of misuse patterns can be more easily detected by it? MUTAPI generates a ranked list of API misuse patterns. In RQ1, we investigate whether those top-ranked API misuse patterns detected by MUTAPI are true positives. Specifically, we used the metric Precision@$N$ to evaluate the performance of MUTAPI. Precision@$N$ reports the percentage of true positives among the top $N$ API misuse patterns ($N = 1, 5, 10, \ldots$) reported by MUTAPI. To judge whether a detected misuse pattern is a true positive or not, we follow the strategy adopted by an existing study [4]. Specifically, we manually inspected it based on online documentations (i.e., whether the misuse has been documented online) and existing literature (e.g., whether the misuse pattern has been reported by existing studies). We then investigate the characteristics of the APIs whose misuse patterns have been detected by MUTAPI through the available Java documentations.

- **RQ2**: Can MUTAPI detect API misuse instances on the state-of-the-art benchmark dataset MUBENCH? Based on the discovered misuse patterns (i.e., violation pairs), MUTAPI is able to detect misuse instances. Specifically, MUTAPI applies the same analysis as described in Section III-A to model an API’s usages in the form of Structured API Call Sequences. Then, it checks whether the modelled sequences violate confirmed misuse patterns. We applied MUTAPI to MUBENCH [6] to see if it can detect the API misuse instances in the benchmark dataset. Specifically, we investigate the recall of MUTAPI, i.e., the ratio of the API misuse patterns that can be detected by MUTAPI among the 53 real instances used in the Experiment R in the MUBENCH work [6]. We chose those instances in Experiment R since they are all real misuse instances identified from open-source projects. To compare with existing approaches, we chose four baselines (i.e., JADET [14], GROUPMINER [16], DMMC [7], and TIKANGA [20]) that have been systematically evaluated by existing study [6].

- **RQ3**: Compared with conventional mutation operators, how effective and efficient do our proposed mutation operators perform in detecting API misuse patterns?

In this work, we propose eight types of mutation operators specific for API misuse detection, which are adopted by MUTAPI in mutation analysis. In this research question, we compare our proposed mutation operators with the traditional

### Table V: Selected Client Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>#Source</th>
<th>#Test</th>
<th>#KLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Apache FOP [40]</td>
<td>B40ba62</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>236.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SwingX [41]</td>
<td>820656c</td>
<td>551</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>215.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JFreeChart [42]</td>
<td>520a8be</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>294.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iTextPdf [43]</td>
<td>b5807a8</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>298.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Apache Lang [32]</td>
<td>8eb8b40</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>144.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apache Math [44]</td>
<td>eb57b6d</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>307.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apache Text [45]</td>
<td>9bad339</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apache BCEL [46]</td>
<td>5e2febe</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Apache Fortress Core [47]</td>
<td>96b9880</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>122.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Santuario [48]</td>
<td>b1e5307</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>135.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apache Pdbox [49]</td>
<td>1002ca2</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>154.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wildfly-Eytron [50]</td>
<td>2326d7f</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>161.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>JaccardBH [51]</td>
<td>c238b94</td>
<td>2443</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>611.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apache BigTop</td>
<td>83a2689</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HZDatabase [52]</td>
<td>217ab44</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>305.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Curator [53]</td>
<td>8a75db9</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 The prior study collected 100 popular APIs [4]. We excluded 27 Android APIs in our study because the mutation analysis for Android apps is different from that for general Java projects [34–36] (e.g., the former requires mutation operators to mutate the `AndroidManifest.xml` file).
TABLE VI: Generated Mutants and Killing Relations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Avg #Mutant</th>
<th>Avg #Killing Relation</th>
<th>Avg Unique Trace</th>
<th>Avg #KilledMutant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>1599</td>
<td>34882</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>14726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>1408</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>6740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bcel</td>
<td>4072</td>
<td>10338</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>9827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santuario</td>
<td>2171</td>
<td>22521</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>3909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pullobox</td>
<td>4807</td>
<td>45735</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>11381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortress</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>9015</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>3115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildfly</td>
<td>2478</td>
<td>6473</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>4091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>1431</td>
<td>5033</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>4175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BigTop</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>2107</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>2508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>6155</td>
<td>2036</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>9087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curator</td>
<td>3224</td>
<td>5406</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>5431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3566</td>
<td>13465</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>7793</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: Precision@N of MUTAPI for the Top-Ranked Misuses 

A. RQ1: Effectiveness of MUTAPI

We applied MUTAPI to all client projects to discover misuse patterns of our selected target APIs. MUTAPI generated lots of mutants and collected substantial killing relations with the associated killing stack traces. Table VI shows the statistics. Specifically, MUTAPI generated 3,266 mutants and collected 13,465 killing relations per client project. After processing the killing stack traces (i.e., removing client project frames), it obtained 134 unique stack traces per client project. MUTAPI then analyzed those killing relations across different client projects and distilled 332 API misuse patterns (i.e., violation pairs). We manually examined the top 50 patterns following the procedures described in Section IV-C. Figure 6 shows the results of Precision@N. It shows that MUTAPI achieves a high precision of 0.90 within the top 10 candidates. The precision slightly drops to 0.78 within the top 50 ones. Table VII shows several selected top-ranked violation pairs that are real API misuse patterns, which cover different types: missing checker, missing call, missing exception, incorrect condition and redundant call. These results show that MUTAPI can discover real API misuse patterns with a high precision.

In the detected patterns, missing necessary checker if (rev==null) on the receiver of API Line.intersection() is ranked at the first place. For the two correct usages of this API in the codebase, one of which is shown in Figure 7, MUTAPI generated mutants (i.e., deleting the checker) that were killed by the associated test suite with NullPointerExceptron. The killing stack trace is unique to this API (i.e., the inverse frequency is high) whose top frames are method invocations from the target library (i.e., the likelihood is high). Furthermore, the killing stack trace has been observed in the mutation analysis for both of the two correct usages (i.e., the frequency is high). As a result, missing the checker is deemed as a misuse of Line.intersection() with high confidence. This misuse has been confirmed by existing literature [6]. Figure 8 shows another example, which shows a correct usage of the API Iterator<>\.next(), and the associated killing stack trace after deleting the structure containing API call Iterator<>\.hasNext(). Such a killing stack trace was observed during the mutation analysis of multiple correct usages across different client projects (e.g., jfreechart, commons-bcel and commons-math).

We further investigated the documentations of APIs whose misuse patterns were discovered by MUTAPI to see whether they share similar characteristics. We found that 78.9% of them will throw unchecked exceptions. Figure 9 shows the distributions of these unchecked exceptions. Note that, the sum of the distributions for all the exceptions is greater than 1, since an API might throw multiple types of exceptions. The above results indicate that MUTAPI is more effective in detecting misuses of those APIs that will throw unchecked exceptions. This is because those mutants representing such misuses are more likely to be killed in the form of runtime exceptions (i.e., their killing does not require strong test oracles). There are also other types of APIs whose misuses are less likely to be detected by MUTAPI (see Section VI-B).

B. RQ2: Performance of MUTAPI on MuBench Benchmark

Figure 10 shows the recall of MUTAPI and the baselines on the benchmark of MuBench. The results of baselines are directly extracted from the previous study [6]. Note that there are two experimental settings for the baseline approaches. One
is a practical setting which does not include any hand crafted API usages (denoted as Recall#Practical in Figure 10). The other setting involves hand crafted API correct usages (denoted as Recall#Crafted in Figure 10). The two settings are detailedly explained in the existing study [6] and we do not make further explanations in this study. MUTAPI is not evaluated on the crafted setting since the crafted API usage examples are not equipped with a test suite required for mutation analysis.

As shown in Figure 10, MUTAPI is able to detected 26 out of the 53 real API misuses. It achieves the highest recall of 0.49. In the practical setting, MUTAPI significantly outperforms all the baseline approaches. The second best approach is DMMC, which achieves a recall of 0.2. The second best approach is all the baseline approaches. The second best approach is DMMC, which achieves a recall of 0.2. The second best approach is found three major types of reasons: no correct API usages, no mutant coverage and inadequate test suite (see Section VI-B).

C. RQ3: Efficiency and Effectiveness of Mutation Operators

Table VI shows the number of mutants generated by MUTAPI and PIT in column Mutants and PitMutants, respectively. Note that when generating mutants using PIT, we only target at those source files that involve usages of our selected target APIs. As shown in the table, on average, PIT generates 2.39 times more mutants than MUTAPI. Mutation analysis is known to be computationally expensive since it needs to compile the mutants and execute them against the associated test suite. As a result, it takes 9.87 minutes for MUTAPI to finish the analysis per project on average while it takes 20.93 minutes for conventional mutation operators.

We fed the mutants generated by PIT and the associated killing relations to MUTAPI. We manually checked the Top-50 ranked results following the same procedure adopted in RQ1. Figure 11 shows the number of real API misuse patterns (i.e., true positives) detected by PIT. In total, PIT is only able to detect 5 true positives of the type incorrect condition and missing call. This is because that the conventional mutation operators focus on mutating arithmetic and conditional operators, which mostly result in assertion errors general to all client projects. Therefore, it is hard to leverage them to distill real API misuses. The conventional mutation operators also mutate conditions (e.g., forcing conditions to true or false) and remove void method calls. This is why PIT discovers five real API misuses. Compared with PIT, MUTAPI is able to detect 39 true positives of five different misuse types among the top 50 ranked results, which significantly outperforms PIT.

These results demonstrate that our proposed mutation operators are more effective and efficient in discovering API misuse patterns than conventional ones. Figure 11 also shows the distributions of different types of misuse patterns that are detected by MUTAPI. It indicates that missing checker, missing exception and missing call are the most frequently ones. This is in line with the findings of existing studies [4], [6].

VI. DISCUSSIONS

A. Effects of the Number of Applied Mutation Operators

MUTAPI can apply \( N \) mutation operators when generating mutants (see Algorithm 1). By default, \( N \) is set to 1. The effect of the maximum number of mutation operators can be applied on the effectiveness of MUTAPI is unknown. We investigate such effects in this subsection.
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![Fig. 11: The Number of True API Misuse Patterns Detected by MUTAPI and PIT among the Top 50 Results](image2)
Figure 12 shows the number of mutants generated when \( N \) is set to 1 to 5. We can see that, the number of generated mutants significantly grows with the increase of \( N \). Thus, it becomes more expensive to conduct mutation analysis. However, we observe that the number of the unique failing stack traces increases marginally as \( N \) grows. For instance, the total number of unique stack traces is 453 when \( N=1 \). The number only increases by 5 when \( N=2 \), while the number of mutants increases by 20,501 in total for the 16 client projects. This indicates that applying a single mutation operator is sufficient to discover most of the error spaces (i.e., in the form of failing stack traces) for exposing library misuses.

B. Limitations of MUTAPI

There are three major reasons that hinder MUTAPI to discover misuse patterns for a target API.

No correct usages. If there are no correct usages of the target API in the input client projects, MUTAPI cannot discover the corresponding misuses via mutation analysis. For example, in our experiments, we found that there are no correct usages for API \texttt{org.kohsuke.argsaj.api.Parameters.getParameter()} in all the 16 client projects. We did not pick additional projects that have correct usages of this API in order to guarantee the generality of our results and findings. Thus, MUTAPI did not discover any misuse patterns for this API. Existing approaches also suffer from this limitation as discussed before, and, even worse, they require a larger number of correct usages than our approach.

No mutant coverage. We observe that certain API misuse patterns require specific conditions that can not be discovered by our approach. For instance, \texttt{javax.crypto.Cipher("DES")} is a misuse since it should not be used with the DES mode [58]. However, MUTAPI only searches from the same source file in order to find appropriate code elements when replacing parameters or conditions. As a result, if there is no string “DES” in the same source file, MUTAPI cannot create a mutant which represents this API misuse. Similar cases are observed for other APIs such as \texttt{String.getBytes()}.

Inadequate test suite. The effectiveness of MUTAPI is subject to the quality of the associated test suite. Even if MUTAPI has generated a mutant that represents a real API misuse, it still has no chance to detect the misuse if the associated test suite cannot kill the mutant. For example, for the misuse of API \texttt{StatisticalCategoryDataset.getDoubleValue()} in MUBENCH, MUTAPI successfully created a mutant that mimicked a misuse. Unfortunately, it could not be killed by the associated test suite. As a result, the mutant pattern cannot be detected. For other I/O related APIs, such as \texttt{InputStream()} or \texttt{File.open()}, missing method call \texttt{File.close()} is a common type of misuse. However, mutants representing such misuses can hardly be killed by the test suite. The reason is that such misuses are likely to induce performance issues. The test cases of client projects are rarely equipped with a proper oracle to identify such issues. Nonetheless, our empirical results (Section V-A) already confirm that a large number of real API misuse patterns can be detected via mutation analysis.

C. Threats to Validity

The validity of our study is subject to the following threats. First, our study is limited to 73 Java APIs, and thus the generality to other APIs might be a threat. However, these APIs are popular (i.e., frequently discussed in Stack Overflow [4]) and systematically evaluated by existing studies [6]. Therefore, we believe that they are representative Java APIs. Performing experiments using more Java APIs is left as our future work. Second, our experiments involve only 16 client projects, and thus the results might not be generalizable to other projects. However, these projects are randomly selected based on the criteria described in Section IV-B. They are popular and from diverse domains. It is also worth mentioning that these projects only cover 55 of the 73 selected APIs. We did not purposely select more projects to cover the remaining 18 APIs in order to ensure the generality of our experiments.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present MUTAPI in this study, the first approach that leverages mutation analysis to discover API misuse patterns. It offers two major benefits compared with existing approaches. First, it does not require a large number of correct API usage examples. Therefore, it can be applied to detect misuse patterns of newly released APIs, whose number of usages might be limited, while existing approaches are less likely to work in such scenarios. Second, it goes beyond the simple assumption that a deviation from the most frequent patterns is a misuse. Existing approaches suffer from low precision due to such an assumption. We applied MUTAPI on 16 client projects with respect to 73 popular APIs. The results show that MUTAPI is able to detect substantial API misuse patterns. It also achieves a recall of 0.49 on the MUBENCH benchmark dataset [6], which significantly outperforms existing approaches.

In future, we plan to apply MUTAPI to those less frequently used APIs (e.g., those from newly released libraries) instead of popular ones to investigate whether MUTAPI can detect unknown API misuse patterns. We also plan to systematically investigate the effects of the test suite’s quality on the effectiveness of our approach.
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